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Many times a week an email pops up and lets the Chapter know a member has moved, changed a status or 
most unfortunately they have passed.  
 
Last week IPP Benjamin Garcia passed at his home. He was a kind, easy going person with a strong belief 
in God and family. Although quiet, he would eventually ask a question or give his opinion if he felt an   
issue was not handled in a manner of his liking. Ben helped significantly in re writing the policies and 
procedure guidelines the Chapter follows today. He served as Chapter President from 2006 until 2009. He 
cared, he gave and he should be remembered for all of his good deeds.  
 
The new fiscal year has begun and our trap shoot will be over before you get this. We are using Tucson 
Trap & Skeet Club along with Three Points for our first pistol shoot. There are 16 shoots on the PVA    
Circuit now and hopefully we will eventually get a Chapter team to represent us. Vice President Gordon 
H. Moye would be happy to put a team together compete for next year.  
 
We will be getting together on December 18th for the Chapter holiday get together. Please call ahead if 
you intend to attend. We would like to get a good number for food and refreshments. There will be door 
prizes and all are welcome.  
 
We are in the process of finishing off the fiscal year’s paperwork and you should see a healthy annual  
report after the New Year. We are in the initial phases of developing our jobs program that will hopefully 
be ready to unveil by April. Almost daily non profits open and feel that they can do a small part of what 
PVA has been doing since 1947 better. It may be hard to believe at times but PVA handles so many     
projects that they seem to have forgotten to self promote and gather the new members. Times are different 
and with the addition of technology the veterans do not physically gather; nor are they likely to be home 
with others that served in the same units or even same branch. The Chapter has done the homework and 
the numbers say we should have between 800 to 1000 more members. If you have a cost efficient way to 
find these people please do not be afraid to write or call the Chapter office. 
 
If you are having problems with the National Service Office please be patient. Diego Suazo has left PVA 
for personal reasons and Flip Mircucci is critically ill. National is in the process of finding two Service 
Officers. If you are interested, go to PVA.org and look under careers or call (the jobs coordinator in CA) 
to apply. It is full time with benefits and an eighteen month training program. The training program is 
why the VA likes to poach our service officers. So if it takes Jackie a little longer to return a call it        
because she is doing all she is allowed to by law.  
 
We have two big changes coming up in Phoenix and Prescott; they are both getting new SCI/D Clinics in 
new locations of the hospital. We are talking of government planning so do not expect to even hear about 
construction until 2014-5. Plans are for Phoenix to move to the central hallway where rehab is now; next 
to the coffee cart. Prescott is presently slated for the old Emergency Room and as usual we are fighting 
for better parking especially for vehicles with lifts.  
 
Have a safe Thanksgiving,  

 Notes from the Executive Director 
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Please	join	us	in	honoring	the	brave	men	and	women	of	our	United	States		
military	who	have	sacri iced	so	much	for	our	freedom	and	their	country.	In	honor	
of	Veteran’s	Day,	the	ASU	String	Ensemble,	led	my	Vlad	Vizireanu,	will	present	a	
program	dedicated	to	the	heroes	of	our	country	and	to	those	who	have	fallen	in	
its	service.		
Monday,	November	19th	7:30pm–8:30pm	
Evelyn	Smith	Music	Theatre,	
Arizona	State	University	
50	Gammage	Parkway,	
Tempe,	AZ	85281	
(Corner	of	Mill	and	Gammage	Parkway)	
FREE	ADMISSION!!	
The	program	will	feature:	
Puccini		‐‐	Crisantemi	
Williams	–	Procession	for	the	Fallen	Heroes	
Barber	–	Adagio	for	String	Orchestra	
Shostakovich	–	Chamber	Symphony	Op.	110a	
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 CLINICAL REMINDERS FROM THE SCI CLINIC 
 
 
Autumn greetings from the Phoenix SCI Clinic 
 
 
It is hard to believe that Fall is already upon us, and we can finally say goodbye to the hot summer months. We 
welcome the cooler weather! 
 
You may have heard a rumor that the SCI clinic will be moving yet again, I’m happy to report that this rumor is 
true! In your comings and goings around the VA, you may have noticed construction on that rather large building 
on the south side of the VA facing Indian School Road, this is the new rehab building. It will house rehabilitation, 
as well the wheelchair clinic and several other related services. Once the building is completed (2013), PM&R will 
leave their current space and a portion of it will be modified for us. We are working closely with the VA on the  
design as well at PVA architecture to ensure that it meets your needs. We are very excited about this new space, 
and will share more information with you as we move forward.  To  reassure you though, it will not occur for quite 
some time.  
 
Flu vaccines are here! 
 
The VA recommends that every veteran with a spinal cord injury, regardless of age, get a flu shot every year.  You 
can come in to the SCI clinic for your flu shot or at the designated area in the VA. Influenza is a serious disease and 
it is far more dangerous than just a bad cold.   Influenza is a disease of the lungs that may lead to pneumonia and in 
some cases death.  
 
Symptoms may include: 
 fever 
 sore throat 
 cough 
 headache 
 chills 
 muscle aches 
 
 Persons with a spinal cord injury have more hospitalizations and death from lung problems than any other persons, 
regardless of age. The influenza vaccine can provide protection to most people.  The viruses in the vaccine are 
killed, so you cannot get influenza from the vaccine.  While no vaccine is 100% effective, you are likely to be far 
less sick than you would have been without the protection of the vaccine.  The flu vaccine will not protect against 
other viruses that may feel similar to the flu.  The risk of the vaccine causing serious harm is extremely small.    
Almost all people who get the influenza vaccine have no problem from it.  Some may experience mild redness or 
soreness at the injections site which usually resolves within 1-2 days. It is also possible to have a mild fever or 
muscle aches for 1-2 days. The risk of developing a complication from the flu is much greater than the risk of    
reaction from the flu shot. 
 
Viruses change often, therefore, the flu vaccine is updated each year to make sure it is as effective as possible. This 
is why it is important to vaccinate each year. The flu vaccine may be given at the same time as other vaccines,   
including the Pneumococcal Vaccine.  You should not take the flu vaccine if you are allergic to eggs, are ill with a 
high fever or have had a severe reaction to the flu vaccine in the past. 
The flu vaccine can be given before or during the flu season. The best time to get vaccinated is in September,     
October or November, but you can get vaccinated later and still avoid contracting the flu. Please make every effort 
to protect yourself and others this season. Please let us know if you have received the vaccine in the community so 
that we can update your medical record.  
 
          (Continued on page 6) 
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  November is National Caregiver month! 
 
November is National Family Caregivers Month, a recognition that draws attention to the many challenges 
facing family caregivers, advocates for stronger public policies, and raises awareness about community    
programs that support family caregivers. It is a time to thank, support, educate, and celebrate the many     
devoted family members and friends who care for someone with a long-term chronic illness. More than 50 
million people, provide care for chronically ill, disabled or aged family member or friend during any given 
year. The value of the services family caregivers provide for "free" is estimated to be $306 billion a year. 
That is almost twice as much as is actually spent on homecare and nursing home services combined ($158 
billion). 
 
In his proclamation from 2011, the President said, “Across our country, millions of family members,     
neighbors, and friends provide care and support for their loved ones during times of need. With profound 
compassion and selflessness, these caregivers sustain American men, women and children at their most    
vulnerable moments, and through their devoted acts, they exemplify the best of the American spirit. During 
National Family Caregivers Month, we pay tribute to the individuals throughout America who ensure the 
health and well-being of their relatives and loved ones.” 
 
In 2010, President Obama signed the “Caregivers and Veterans Omnibus Health Services Act of 2010” 
which authorized the VA to establish a wide range of new services to support certain caregivers of eligible 
Post 9/11 Veterans. This also includes the establishment of a “caregiver hotline.” This hotline fields calls 
from veterans of all eras in an effort to connect veterans and their caregivers with resources.  
 
Beginning in November, the Caregiver Support Line is expanding its service to Caregivers by facilitating 
monthly telephone educational groups.  This telephone education group will focus on strategies to enhance 
resilience and restore balance. The first calls will take place on Tuesday November 13th at 10:00am with  
encore session on Wednesday, November 28th at 3pm. This is open to Family Caregiver of Veterans of ALL 
eras. If you would like to participate please contact the Phoenix VA Caregiver Support Coordinators  Linda 
Herrly at extension 7777 or Claire Schuback  at extension 7239.  I would also encourage you to log on to 
www.caregiver.va.gov for additional caregiver resources and tools.  
 
If you have any questions, please feel free to call me. 
 
Bobbie Anderson LCSW 

    2010 ODYSSEY FOR SALE 
 15,000 miles    Asking $48,000 OBO 
 Fully equipped  

     
 Totally wheelchair accessible 
 Lock down for chair 
 Less than three years old 
 Great condition 
 
Serious Inquiries only!!! 
 CALL (602) 707-3995 ask for JAN 
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ENEMEEZ® AND ENEMEEZ® PLUS NOW AVAILABLE ON THE 

VETERAN'S ADMINISTRATION FEDERAL SUPPLY SCHEDULE (VA FSS); 
 

AVAILABLE FOR ALL SPINAL CORD INJURY PATIENTS 
 
PHOENIX, October 25, 2012 – Enemeez® and Enemeez® Plus are now on the National Federal Supply Schedule (FSS) 

contract and available on formulary for all spinal cord injury patients. Patients who were recently switched from          

Enemeez® for bowel care, and who would like to return to using Enemeez®, should contact their Veterans Administration 

(VA) healthcare provider. 

People who would like to return to using Enemeez® products should take the following steps: 

  
1.     Contact your pharmacist via phone or in person to request Enemeez®. 

2.     Request that the pharmacist change your patient profile comment field on the prescription page to include a 

note that reads “ENEMEEZ® OR ENEMEEZ® PLUS ONLY”. 

3.     The pharmacist will contact your provider to request the change to the prescription. 

 

The above steps will help ensure that the Consolidated Mail Outpatient Pharmacy 

(CMOP) will send only Enemeez® when a refill is needed. 

 

Enemeez® and Enemeez® Plus were initially introduced for neurogenic bowel management programs in acute              

rehabilitation patients with such diagnoses as spinal cord injuries (SCI) and disease. Enemeez® and Enemeez® Plus helps 

establish a faster and more predictable bowel routine, along with reducing bowel accidents and incontinence episodes. 

Enemeez® products have been used in hundreds of CARF, Model facilities, and within the VA Healthcare System suc-

cessfully for more than 10 years.   

 There are direct benefits to implementing the use of Enemeez® products in an effective bowel care program for 

 people with spinal cord injuries, including the following:  

 
Eliminating or minimizing incontinence prevents risk to perianal skin integrity and wound contamination reducing 

rise in major healthcare costs. 

There is no mucosal discharge, which helps maintain healthy skin integrity. 

Medicare and insurance company reimbursement policies impact the bottom line. 

Skin conditions were the second most frequent cause of hospitalization; mean hospitalization charges in 2009 dollars 

were highest for skin conditions ($75,872). 

             Continued on page 8 
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Continued from page 7 

 
Using Enemeez® products in managing neurogenic bowel management programs include the following  
benefits: 

Fast, predictable results typically in 15-20 minutes. 

Episodes of incontinence are virtually eliminated, which reduces complication with perianal pressure 

ulcers and/or wound contamination. 

No mucosal discharge, which helps to maintain healthy skin integrity. 

Non-irritating formula for safe, daily long term use. No after burn. 

Decreased risk of falls with patients due to frequent toileting and urgency voiding. 

Reduced time missed in therapy/rehabilitation due to episodes of incontinence, prolonged bowel care, or 

fatigue. 

Alliance Laboratories is located in Phoenix, Ariz., and is the parent company and distributor of Enemeez® and 

Enemeez® Plus. Established in 2002, the Enemeez® products were originally designed for the use in bowel 

training programs associated with spinal cord injuries and disease. Enemeez® products offer no mucosa  

discharge, fewer incidents of incontinence, quick results, confidence and independence to many, so they can 

live a productive, active lifestyle. Alliance Laboratories products are FDA-approved. Additional product infor-

mation is available at the company web site at www.enemeez.com.  

CONTACT: 
Amy Powers 
Alliance laboratories  
602-276-3434, ext., 209 
amy@alazinc.com 
www.Enemeez.com 

 

Accessible Homes – Buy or Sell, New or Pre-owned, Also Leasing 
A proud supporter of PV of AZ for many years.  I can help you with homes in Arizona and across  
      the globe. 
PATTY STELTON 
Disabilities Specialist 
Coldwell Banker Residential Brokerage 
480-540-6898 (direct)  
800-627-2286 (toll free) 
pvofaz@pattystelton.com 
www.azmoves.com/patty.stelton 
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Veterans’	Recruitment		
Appointment	(VRA)	is	an	
excepted	authority	that	
allows	agencies	to	ap-
point	eligible	veterans	
without	competition	for	
positions	if	you:	
	

are	in	receipt	of	a	campaign	badge	
for	service	during	a	war	or	in	a	
campaign	or	expedition;	OR	
	
are	a	disabled	veteran,	OR	

	
*are	in	receipt	of	an	Armed	Forces	
Service	Medal	for	participation	in	
a	military	operation,	OR	
	
are	a	recently	separated	veteran	
(within	the	last	3	years),		AND	
	
are	separated	under	honorable	
conditions	(this	means	an		
honorable	or	general		discharge),	
then	you	are	VRA	eligible!	

	
You	can	be	appointed	under	this		
authority	at	any	grade	level	up	to	and	
including	a	GS‐11	or	equivalent.		This	
is	an	excepted	service	appointment.	
	
After	successfully	 inishing	2	years,	
you	then	will	be	converted	to	the		
competitive	service.		Veterans’		
preference	applies	when	using	the	
VRA	authority.	

	
Agencies	can	also	use	VRA	to	 ill		
temporary	(not	to	exceed	a	1	year)	or	
term	(more	than	1	year	but	not	to		
exceed	4	years)	positions.	
	
If	you	are	employed	in	a	temporary	or	
term	position	under	VRA,	then	you	
will	be	converted	to	the	competitive	
service	after	2	years.	
	
There	is	no	limit	to	the	number	of	
times	you	can	apply	under	VRA.	
	
You	must	offer	acceptable	documents	
to	prove	your	eligibility.		The	member	
4	copy	of	your	DD‐0214	is	preferred.		
If	you	claim	a	10	point	preference,	
then	you	will	need	to	submit	a		
Standard	Form	(SF‐15)	which	is	the	
Application	for	10‐point	Veterans’	
Preference.	
	

	
Interviewers’	Tips	
	
I	read	an	article	recently	and	it	had	to	
do	with	interviewer	pet	peeves.		I	
thought	I	would	share	what	turns	an	
interviewer	off…almost	immediately.		
If	you	are	an	offender,	then	beware.	

Averting	Your	Eyes;	go	ahead	
and	make	eye	contact	

	
Lack	of	Focus;	try	hard	not	to	

lose	the	interviewer	with	
your	information	

	
	Too	Talkative;	be	careful	here	

	
	Smells;	be	careful	about	fra‐

grances,	and	oh,	make	sure	
you	are	freshly	showered	and	
well	groomed	

	
Leaving	Out	Information;	this	

can	leave	an	interviewer	with	
a	false	impression	about	you.			

	
	
	
	
	

	
Veterans	with	Spinal	Cord	Injury	or	
Spinal	Cord	Disease	who	may	be	
receiving	SSDI	or	SSI	and	wish	to	
work	might	consider	calling	a		
Paralyzed	Veterans	of	America		
Certi ied	Vocational	Rehabilitation	
Counselor.	
	
	
Contact	information:	
	
Joan	Haskins,	M.A.,CRC	
Senior	Rehabilitation	Counselor	
	
Of ice:	
	
	562-826-8000	Ext:	4607	
	
Toll-Free:	
	
1-888-771-8387	Ext:	4607	
	
Email:	
	
joanh@pva.org	
	
www.OperationPAVE.org	
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Identity Theft & Legal Shield Specialist 
 

      Ray & Linda M Rios (Local) 520-406-9630 / 505-975-3455  
Visit or email www.legalshield.com/idt/rayrios email: rayrios@legalshield.com  

HABLAMOS ESPANOL 

It’s no secret: Identity TheftIdentity Theft is a major problem in 
Arizona and America.  Protect Your Family for 
$12.95 

 

AZPVA Think you’re not at risk? 
Unfortunately we all are! 

 FBI Quotes …IDT will grow 20 times faster in the next 5 years. 
 Federal Trade Commission…Identity Theft is a white collar crime costing 

the economy 60 Billion dollars a year. 
 23 % - of Identity Theft is related to Financial IDT 
 FBI says 1 in 700 individuals are prosecuted for the crime. 
 2005 10to15 Million names were compromised. 
 2006 350 Million Identities were lost thus far. 
 2007- No statistics yet; numbers are always behind one year.  
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We Don't Make the Wheelchair….
We Make the Wheelchair Better….

                                         REDEFINING THE COATED HANDRIM  

 

PUBLIC RELATIONS CONTACT 
David Boninger 
Out-Front 
480-833-7438 

david@out-front.com  

www.out-front.com     

 Mesa, AZ – Out-Front introduces the Q-GripTM, another great handrim choice from the makers of 
the Natural-Fit and the Surge. The Q-Grip redefines what a coated handrim can be. Years of             
dissatisfaction with vinyl and foam coatings led us in search of something better – and we found it. The 
Q-Grip uses an exclusive anti-slip neoprene coating that makes a difference on every push by providing 
an outstanding grip on any part of the handrim and maximum control when braking.  And, in stark      
contrast with other coated handrims, the Q-Grip has unsurpassed durability: A superior application and 
state-of-the-art manufacturing process ensures even layering and the strongest possible bond. The     
Q-Grip is ideal for those with imited hand function or anyone that prefers the feel and functionality of a 
fully-coated hand rim.  he Q-Grip fits on wheel sizes from 22” to 26” and goes on all 6-point tab mount 
wheels Including Spinergy, Golz, Fusion, Dino, and Sun.  

For more information, go to www.out-front.com or call 888-832-1829. 
Out-Front is the leader in bringing high-end wheelchair components and leading edge 
clinical tools to market.  We relentlessly pursue better technology as we blaze              
innovative paths with every Out-Front product we bring to market. 
 

  

 
CMI Mobility, now celebrating our 30th anniversary, is a respected member of Arizona’s  
automotive business community. We strive to understand the needs of our customers and then  
follow through to fit the customer with the right wheelchair-accessible vehicle at the right price. Our 
prices are always fair, often times thousands below the competition, and always includes a 3 year 36,000 
mile warranty on new conversions in addition to a warranty on the vehicle. If you are looking for a new 
wheelchair-accessible vehicle or just an upgrade from your current vehicle, call to speak with one of our 
specialists.  
CMI Offers a range of wheelchair-accessible vans such as the Dodge Grand Caravan, Chrysler Town & 
Country, Toyota Sienna and Scion, Honda Odyssey and Element, Volkswagen Routan and the Ford 
Transit Connect. 

Ask for Stewart 
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 PVA’s Ninth annual national Veterans Day Poster and Essay Contest Winners 
Paralyzed Veterans of America (Paralyzed Veterans) launched this contest as a way to creatively and actively involve 
America’s youth in the celebration of Veterans Day. We are proud to report that we received more than 700 poster and  
essay entries creatively expressing this year’s theme “Show/Tell a Personal Story about a Veteran Who Has Made a  
Difference in Your Life or Hometown.”  
GRAND PRIZE WINNERS:  
Grand Prize Poster Winner-  Gage Martinez, Deweyville Elementary School, Deweyville, TX  
Grand Prize Essay Winner-  Jamarea Welch, St. Angela School, Chicago, IL  

CATEGORY WINNERS:  
Poster Category Winner 1st–2nd Grade - Brad Mockenhaupt, Holy Sepulcher Catholic School, Butler, PA  
Poster Category Winner 3rd–4th Grade -  Alexis R. Arce, Colfax Upper Elementary School, Springdale, PA  
Essay Category Winner 5th–6th Grade - Drake Gisclair, Holy Rosary Catholic School, Larose, LA  
Essay Category Winner 7th–8th Grade - Emily Boyer,  

1st–2nd Grade Poster Finalists:  
Madison McClellan, Assumption School, Pittsburgh, PA  
Peter Sweeney, Assumption School, Pittsburgh, PA  
Ty Yasko, Friendship Hill Elementary School, Point Marion, PA  
Jacy Rae Smochinsky, Friendship Hill Elementary School, Point Marion, PA  

Brady Barilleaux, Holy Rosary Catholic School, Larose, LA  
Benjamin Johnson, Holy Sepulcher Catholic School, Butler, PA  
Isabela Montes, Holy Sepulcher Catholic School, Butler, PA  
Melanie Kratz, Holy Sepulcher Catholic School, Butler, PA  
Patrick Miller, Holy Sepulcher Catholic School, Butler, PA  
Vayda Caruso, Saint Maria Goretti Elementary School, Pittsburgh, PA  

3rd–4th Grade Poster Finalists:  
Shushantika Barua, Patrick Henry Elementary School, Arlington, VA  
Mark Whoolery, Friendship Hill Elementary School, Point Marion, PA  

Taylor Volek, Friendship Hill Elementary School, Point Marion, PA  
Jimmy Genco, Saint Maria Goretti Elementary School, Pittsburgh, PA  
Harmonie Givens, St. Angela School, Chicago, IL  
Derrick Pavlovic, St. Irenaeus Catholic School, Oakmont, PA  
Autumn Cary, Syracuse Middle School, Syracuse, NE  
Dara King, White Oaks Elementary School, Burke, VA  
Gabriella Johnson, White Oaks Elementary School, Burke, VA  
Sydney Childress, White Oaks Elementary School, Burke, VA  

5th–6th Grade Essay Finalists:  
Destiny Matheson, Central Middle School, Wartburg, TN  
Benjamin Laderer, Divine Mercy Academy, Beaver Falls, PA  
Kievon Banks, Hill Top Elementary School, Lodi, NJ  
Natalie G. Smith, Mitchell Intermediate, The Woodlands, TX  
Lucian Bunch, Petros-Joyner School, Oliver Springs, TN  
Sydney Barksdale, Richview Middle School, Clarksville, TN  
Kimberly Halligan, St. Irenaeus Catholic School, Oakmont, PA  

James Joel “JJ” Womack, St. John’s Middle School, St. John’s, AZ  
Roan Bernal, St. Mary’s Catholic School, Boise, ID  
Fayth Burge, Vidor Middle School, Vidor, TX  

7th–8th Grade Essay Finalists:  
Grace Otley, Cab Calloway School of the Arts, Wilmington, DE  
Victoria Rodriguez, Cab Calloway School of the Arts, Wilmington, DE  
Julie Kiszka, Christ the Divine Teacher Catholic Academy, Pittsburgh, PA  
Maura Ward, East Catholic School, Pittsburgh, PA  
Dalton Hicks, Perdido Elementary/Middle School, Perdido, AL  

Mary P. Sutton, St. Irenaeus Catholic School, Oakmont, PA  
Aaron Foreman, St. Patrick School, Franklin, PA  
Meghan Busby, Walsh Middle School, Round Rock, TX  
Nate Cronin, West Allegheny Middle School, Imperial, PA  
Daniel James II, Williams Middle School, Florence, SC  
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By Sherman Gillums Jr., U.S. Marine Corps veteran, Paralyzed Veterans of America 
 
Some might say jobs and sports make strange bedfellows. But for many veterans with disabilities who are determined to  

regain a complete sense of identity, the two are linked without question. 

So when over 600 veterans in wheelchairs descended upon Richmond, Virginia, this past summer for the 32nd National 

Veterans Wheelchair Games, it presented at least 600 opportunities to help disabled veterans go from the athletic stage 

to the workplace. DeMarlon Pollard, US Navy Veteran, represents one story among many. 

In 2004, DeMarlon had heard about the Wheelchair Games to be held in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, while undergoing  

intense rehabilitation following a crash that damaged his spinal cord, leaving him in a wheelchair for the rest of his life. 

Like many catastrophically disabled veterans, seeking to establish a new sense identity, he saw sports as an outlet; one 

that offered him the opportunity to stoke his competitive passions while defying his limitations. This mindset placed 

him into an arena filled with like-minded veterans sharing the same personal journey. Some were paralyzed, some with 

missing limbs, some young, some old, some novices, some seasoned competitors. For DeMarlon, the Games  

represented the end of a gut-wrenching journey, where he had achieved his greatest possible potential following injury 

and rehabilitation. Or so he thought. Little did he know that his greatest potential was imagined some 70 years earlier by 

a physician he would never meet, but to whom all people with disabilities owe a tremendous debt of gratitude. 

Sir Ludwig Guttmann pioneered the notion that persons with spinal cord injuries could be productive, self-sufficient 

members of society. After escaping Nazi Germany, he founded the world-renowned spinal injury hospital Stoke  

Mandeville and the Paralympics in his adopted country of Britain. His mission to turn his spinal cord injured patients 

into taxpayers challenged convention -- in the minds his fellow clinicians and patients alike. But it was a mission made 

possible by making sports a key aspect of social, physical, and occupational rehabilitation, which culminated into  

self-sufficiency and independence. This visionary view of empowerment -- sports as powerful rehab, rehab leading to a 

rewarding career -- is still changing lives to this day. 

For veterans in wheelchairs, like DeMarlon, who remain driven by the thrill of victory, no greater sense of fulfillment 

 will rival the self-pride one gets from putting on a suit or uniform every day, earning a paycheck, and enjoying a good 

career. This was the epiphany that led him to explore working after he competed at several Wheelchair Games,  

collecting countless medals and amassing confidence in his abilities. He took action by contacting a counselor for  

Paralyzed Veterans of America’s PAVE (Paving Access for Veterans Employment) Program and began the step toward 

true self-actualization that Sir Guttman had envisioned for all people sharing DeMarlon’s circumstances.Comprised of a 

nationwide network of counselors, the PAVE Program connects directly with injured veterans at VA spinal cord injury 

centers and empowers them with the tools they need to secure good careers. The program also engages employers and 

educates them about the benefits of hiring veterans with disabilities while dispelling any concerns they have about 

adapting their workplaces. For DeMarlon, this resulted in an offer letter for a position as a National Service Officer with 

Paralyzed Veterans of America, an achievement that outshined any medal or trophy on his mantle. His journey through 

disability to rehabilitation to sports to a fulfilling career is one of many stories that serve to change what we should  

expect from people with disabilities, especially those who have already demonstrated the courage and character to stand 

ready to defend our country.Stories like DeMarlon’s are being told across the country. The PAVE Program is currently 

working with more than 1600 hard-to-place veterans and has helped over 500 veterans achieve vocational fulfillment. 

More than 450 employers, including well-known brands such as Walgreens, Best Buy, and Microsoft, have committed 

to supporting PAVE by hiring more disabled veterans. And this Veterans Day comes at a time when our collective con-

science compels us to remain acutely focused on putting men and women who have served back to work, regardless of 

disability or occupational impediment. But even as overall veteran unemployment drops, the most underserved segment  

Continued on page 14 
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of the veteran population -- those who are severely disabled -- remain three to eight times higher, an unacceptable 
reality that is best discerned by simply looking around one’s workplace and noting the few disabled veterans, if 
any, who work there. 
The good news is that we can solve this problem with your help. 
Communities across our great nation: we need your help spread the word about what we are doing. Please reach 
out to unemployed veterans in your community. Tell them that Paralyzed Veterans of America is here to help them 
find good competitive careers. Encourage them to visit www.pva.org for details. 
Employers: Please take look around you. If you have no veterans with disabilities working for you, then that’s a 
problem -- but it’s a problem we can solve together. Reach out to us: Paralyzed Veterans and America can help 
you pave access for veterans’ employment. 
Finally as our thoughts this Veterans Day turn to helping those men and women who have served and sacrificed, 
we should draw inspiration from DeMarlon’s story of success and channel that inspiration to help tackle the issue 
of unemployment for veterans with disabilities. Let’s honor our veterans with disabilities who are unemployed by 
helping them find good careers at great companies. These heroes want neither pity nor charity —- just a fair shot 
at the American Dream. 

 

MANAGING YOUR PERSISTENT FEARS, ANXIETIES, AND STRESSES 
By: Stanley Popovich 

Everybody deals with anxiety and depression, however some people have a difficult time in managing it. 
As a   result, here is a brief list of techniques that a person can use to help manage their most persistent 
fears and every day anxieties. 

When facing a current or upcoming task that overwhelms you with a lot of anxiety, the first thing you can 
do is to divide the task into a series of smaller steps. Completing these smaller tasks one at a time will 
make the stress more manageable and increases your chances of success.  

Sometimes we get stressed out when everything happens all at once. When this happens, a person 
should take a deep breath and try to find something to do for a few minutes to get their mind off of the 
problem.  A person could get some fresh air, listen to some music, or do an activity that will give them a 
fresh perspective on things. A person should visualize a red stop sign in their mind when they encounter 
a fear provoking thought. When the negative thought comes, a person should think of a red stop sign 
that serves as a reminder to stop focusing on that thought and to think of something else. A person can 
then try to think of something positive to replace the negative thought. 

Another technique that is very helpful is to have a small notebook of positive statements that makes you 
feel good. Whenever you come across an affirmation that makes you feel good, write it down in a small 
notebook that you can carry around with you in your pocket.  Whenever you feel depressed or          
frustrated, open up your small notebook and read those statements. This will help to manage your    
negative thinking. 
Learn to take it one day at a time. Instead of worrying about how you will get through the rest of the 
week, try to focus on today. Each day can provide us with different opportunities to learn new things and 
that includes learning how to deal with your problems. You never know when the answers you are look-
ing for will come to your doorstep. We may be ninety-nine percent correct in predicting the future, but all 
it takes is for that one percent to make a world of difference. 
their problems in the future.  Remember that it never hurts to ask for help. 
Dealing with our persistent fears is not easy.  Remember that all you can do is to do your best each 
day, hope for the best, and take things in stride. Patience, persistence, education, and being committed 
in trying to solve your problem will go along way in fixing your problems. 

Continued on page 15 
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By talking to a professional, a person will be helping themselves in the long run because they will      
become better able to deal with their problems in the future. Remember that it never hurts to ask for 
help. 
Dealing with our persistent fears is not easy.  Remember that all you can do is to do your best each 
day, hope for the best, and take things in stride. Patience, persistence, education, and being committed 
in trying to solve your problem will go along way in fixing your problems. 
Take advantage of the help that is available around you. If possible, talk to a professional who can help 
you manage your depression and anxieties. They will be able to provide you with additional advice and 
insights on how to deal with your current problem.  By talking to a professional, a person will be helping 
themselves in the long run because they will become better able to deal with their problems in the fu-
ture.  Remember that it never hurts to ask for help. 
Dealing with our persistent fears is not easy.  Remember that all you can do is to do your best each 
day, hope for the best, and take things in stride. Patience, persistence, education, and being committed 
in trying to solve your problem will go along way in fixing your problems. 
 

A REVIEW OF TECHNIQUES IN MANAGING DEPRESSION  

By Stanley Popovich 

Some people have a difficult time in managing their depression.  Sometimes, their depression and fears 
can get the best of them.  As a result, here is a short list of techniques that a person can use to help 
manage their depression. 

One of the ways to manage your depression is to challenge your negative thinking with positive      
statements and  realistic thinking. When encountering thoughts that make your fearful or depressed, 
challenge those thoughts by asking yourself questions that will maintain objectivity and common sense. 
For example, your afraid that if you do not get that job promotion then you will be stuck at your job    
forever. This depresses you, however your thinking in this situation is unrealistic. The fact of the matter 
is that there all are kinds of jobs available and just because you don’t get this job promotion doesn’t 
mean that you will never get one. In addition, people change jobs all the time, and you always have that 
option of going elsewhere if you are unhappy at your present location. 

Some people get depressed and have a difficult time getting out of bed in the mornings. When this   
happens, a  person should take a deep breath and try to find something to do to get their mind off of the 
problem.   A person could take a walk, listen to some music, read the newspaper or do an activity that 
will give them a fresh perspective on things. Doing something will get your mind off of the problem and 
give you confidence to do other things. 
 
Sometimes, we can get depressed over a task that we will have to perform in the near future. When this 
happens, visualize yourself doing the task in your mind. For instance, you and your team have to play in 
the championship volleyball game in front of a large group of people in the next few days. Before the 
big day comes, imagine yourself playing the game in your mind.   Imagine that your playing in front of a 
large audience. By playing the game in your mind, you will be better prepared to perform for real when 
the time comes. Self-Visualization is a great way to reduce the fear and stress of a coming situation. 
 
Another technique that is very helpful is to have a small notebook of positive statements that makes you 
feel good. Whenever you come across an affirmation that makes you feel good, write it down in a small 
notebook that you can carry around with you in your pocket.  Whenever you feel depressed, open up 
your small notebook and read those statements. 
  
   

Continued on page 16 
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Take advantage of the help that is available around you. If possible, talk to a professional who can help 
you manage your fears and anxieties. They will be able to provide you with additional advice and     
insights on how to deal with your current problem.  By talking to a professional, a person will be helping 
themselves in the long run because they will become better able to deal with their problems in the    
future. Managing your fears and anxieties takes practice. The more you practice, the better you will   
become. 
  
The techniques that I have just covered are some basic ways to manage your depression, however 
your best bet is to get some help from a professional. 

 
 
 

Paralyzed Veterans of America has announced that it will expand its veteran employment program – 
PAVE (Paving Access for Veterans Employment), through the creation of a PAVE Employment     
Leadership Council. Thanks to the support of the  Leadership Council’s founding members, Rich 
Brooks, Agility Defense & Government Services; Scott Miller, Microsoft; Stephen Comber, SAIC; and 
Chris Peck, UPS, the Council will support PAVE’s model for helping all veterans transition to civilian 
life with economic independence, by helping bring new relationships, networks and ideas to the table. 
The PAVE Employment Leadership Council’s founding members are all business leaders who have 
helped their companies play a leading role in supporting veteran employment. All founding members 
have worked closely with Paralyzed Veterans to develop the PAVE program since its inception in 2007 
and will play an integral part in helping continue to grow the program to provide resources and outreach 
to all veterans. 
“We are proud of the success PAVE has been able to achieve,” said Sherman Gillums, U.S. Marine 
Corps veteran, and Associate Executive Director of Veterans Benefits and the Director of PAVE, for 
Paralyzed Veterans of America. “With over one million veterans expected to return to civilian life in the 
coming years, we want to take a program that has worked to place veterans with catastrophic disabilities 
and use our methodology of veteran-based supported employment to help all veterans, with and without 
disabilities.” 
PAVE provides one-on-one vocational assistance and support to all veterans and their families as well as 
provides assistance to employers who are committed to hiring veterans. 
Through a unique public-private partnership with government and business leaders, Master’s-level     
certified PAVE counselors work in Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) medical centers as members of 
interdisciplinary rehabilitation teams for disabled veterans.  PAVE counselors are “partners for life” for 
the veterans they serve, providing support beyond job placement to ensure success. 
“This Leadership council will help the PAVE program grow and engage in every facet of our mission,” 
said Gillums. “With the help of our Council members, we look forward to being able to help find        
opportunities and careers for more veterans than ever.” 
Learn more about Operation PAVE 

L to R: Chris Peck, UPS 
Vice President of    
Human Resources;, 
Sherman Gillums, PVA; 
Scott Miller, General 
Manager, Microsoft 
Federal Services 

Paralyzed Veterans of America Announces PAVE Employment Leadership Council 
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Grand Opening 
Specials 

5058 S. 40th Street  
602-385-5999 

www.vmimobilitycenter.com 
 

VMI Mobility Center announces the Grand Opening of their new sales 
and service center. This 9,000 sq ft showroom, located at 5058 S. 40th 
St. in Phoenix, AZ, offers the ultimate “Conversion  Experience”. “The 
experience begins the moment our customer enters into our           
showroom”, Cindy Ketcherside, General Manager, commented, “where 
everything has been considered from the wheelchair users perspective 
and designed to give support and encouragement during their vehicle 
selection process”, she continued.   
The showroom and service bay areas  include 48 inch door openings, 
automatic doors, wheelchair friendly furniture layout, large private 
bathrooms and an air-conditioned service bays.  The customer waiting 
lounge is designed to encourage wheelchair users  to help themselves  
to a nice cup of coffee, snack or hot bag of  popcorn while waiting for 
their vehicle. 
In addition to the Grand Opening of the store we would like to welcome 
Stephen Willoby, a PVA Member, to the VMI Mobility team as a vehicle 
mobility consultant and our Veteran Relation Specialist.   
Call Stephen at 928-846-9416 to get details about Operation             
Independence, our Veteran program, which can give eligible veterans a 
$1,000 rebate on a VMI van plus additional rebates up to $6,500. 
Visit us at www.vmimobilitycenter.com for special offers. 

Questions please call Stephen on his direct line at    
(928) 846-9416 
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November 11th 
2012 

  
Everywhere 

 

All Veterans 

November 16th 
17th 18th 2012 

17th Annual Trap shoot Tucson Trap and 
Skeet 

Chapter 
(602)244-9168 

 

November 22nd 
2012 

Happy 
Thanksgiving 

 
Everywhere 

 
Everyone 

    

    

    

    
 

When 
 

Halloween 

What 
 

Happy Halloween 

Where 
 

Everywhere 

Who 
 

Everyone 

 MEMBERSHIP REPORT 
from  

   The Arizona Chapter 
 

The Arizona Chapter voting membership stands at 526 as of June 2012. 
National and APVA records show our voting membership as:   

299- Service Connected  227- Non-Service Connected   
 

The Arizona Chapter encourages each of our members to contact the Chapter and let us 
know how you are doing, and if we can help you in any way.  If you know of any of our 

members who have passed away, or if you have an address/phone change, please contact the Chapter as 
soon as possible. Also, if you would like to receive the Desert Oracle Newsletter by e-mail, please call or       
e-mail the office with your    e-mail address. 
 
 

Do you know a veteran with spinal cord dysfunction who isn’t a member of the APVA?   
Let us know at the Chapter office by calling  

602-244-9168 or 1-800-621-9217 e-mail: azpva@azpva.org 

Any questions, or if you would 
like to add to the calendar 

please call the office at 
602-244-9168  

 October & November Calendar of Events 
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OCTOBER    NOVEMBER 
Mitchell A. Cerfus   
Dennis O. Cook   
Linda Gabriel   
Theron F. Hallock   
Adam Hatch   
Aaron W. Roux   
Michelle Harris   
Perry L. Dobstaff   
Richard P. Doran   
Brian C. Underhill   
Roger R. Bernhardt   
Manuel F. Rios   
George H. Jaswell   
John L. Emminger   
Frank J. Rigo   
Kevan M. Brininger   
Daniel L. Hawley   
Ray J. Lopez   
Don Pierson   
Allan Aronson   
Curtis L. Briscoe   
Leonard C. Ellis   
Curtis E. Holden   
Max R. Ogas   
Charles W. Stockton   
Leslie E. Craddock   
John D. Guzzetta   
Dennis E. Burton   
Alan Guilino   
Donald M. Kelly   
Karl F. Sartor   
Paul S. Beavers   
Krystina I. Ramos   
David B. Cornelison   
Hubert R. Groody   
Nicholas A. Davis   
Fred A. Cook   
Julie M. Metzner   
Thomas M. Szarkowitz   
Jacob W. Olson   
Kenneth M. Smith   
John W. Hinrichs   
Kenneth A. Izdepski   
Daniel M. Lloyd   
Michael Wilson   
Debbie Wooldridge   
Richard N. Cotten   
Thomas V. Kiedrowski   

James E. McCulloch   
Elisha R. Miller   
Bradley J. Lang   
Thomas R. McLaughlin   
Curtis D. Crowe   
Robert D. Sturdivant   
Michael K. Bilbrey   
Thomas D. Fuller   
Keith B. Hutchinson   
Lavern T. Larsen   
Robert D. Price   
Peter D. Quinn   

David Beauchamp   
Edward J. Gasiorowski   
Dennis Young   
William J. Cutler   
Kathleen Livingston   
Robert C. McDonald   
Ronald E. Dailey   
Lonzo J. Copenhaver   
Robert L. Flowers   
William H. Kahler   
Thomas T. Apostolou   
Mark W. Peterson   
Ronald W. Warren   
Wayne Sampson   
Arlon W. Vincent   
Clinton L. Hoback   
Dane J. Roth   
Alan J. Williams   
Mark H. Hamling   
Janis K. McCammon   
William D. Stokes   
Leo B. Gamez   
John A. Tuzzolino   
Deborah J. Anderson   
Terry L. Ingle   
Mary A. Ervin   
Edward Ramirez   
Vicky L. Buselli   
Doug Reed   
Richard T. Coulson   
Michael I. Cowden   
David O. Gollner   
Jeffrey A. Turner   
Daniel E. Glines   
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